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SIFE PROJECT IDEAS

Below is a list of project ideas that your SIFE Team can implement.  Links to the recommended
Curriculum Resources are provided at www.sifeusa.org and can be found in the Educational
Project Resource Database.

CRITERIA 1:  MARKET ECONOMICS
How free markets work in the global economy.

From Production to Consumption
To illustrate the life cycle of a product from production to consumption by having students choose
a product of interest and research how and where it was produced in relation to where it is sold.
Use mainstream items such as Barbie Dolls, a can of Coke, a Ford Mustang or industries such as
auto, clothing, electronics, toys, and farming.
Audience:  Middle School Students
Partners: Marketing, Operations, and Logistics Faculty and Manufacturing
Consultant/Engineer
Rating: Simple

Understanding Supply, Demand, and How Competition Impacts the Cost of
Services
To teach students how the cost of services is impacted by supply and demand, use summer jobs
unique to the age group (i.e. babysitting, lawn mowing, lemonade stands, painting, paper routes,
etc) as examples of how common services tend to cost less than services offered on a limited basis.
As an example, show how four babysitting services in one neighborhood (supply) cost less
because the demand for each service is lower than if only one babysitting service existed in the
same neighborhood.
Audience: Elementary School Students
Curriculum Resources: The Gateway to Educational Materials Website
Rating:  Moderate

Global Advertising
Help students understand how laws, regulations, translation and cultural values impact
advertising strategies.  Have the students review several prominent campaigns used in the United
States and compare them to campaigns used in other countries for the same product.
Audience:  High School Students
Partners:  Advertising Firms
Curriculum Resources:  The New York Times Website
Rating: Moderate

Understanding Trade Resources
Teach students how countries use native resources (other than money) to acquire goods and
services they need.  Divide the students into several different groups and provide them with a
limited resource.  They will then trade these resources with the other groups in hopes to acquire
the additional resources needed to “survive.”
Audience:  Middle School Students and High School Students
Rating: Simple
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Virtual Vacation:  A Lesson in Exchange Rates
To teach how currency exchange rates work through role-playing by having students pretend to
be on vacation in another country.  The student must purchase five well-known products.  Help
them use exchange rates to convert their remaining money back to U.S. Dollars.
Audience: Elementary School Students
Partners:  Bank Representative, Currency Exchange Store
Curriculum Resources: The New York Times Website
Rating:  Moderate

The Business of Import/Export
Expose small business owners to opportunities in the area of importing/exporting to obtain or
distribute products.  Help small business owners gather information through the local/regional
partnerships with other small business owners and/or a lecture series featuring experts on this
subject.
Audience:  Small Business Owners.
Partners:  Chamber of Commerce, NAFTA, Business Law Experts, and Import/Export Experts
Curriculum Resources:  Foundation for Teaching Economics Website
Rating: Moderate

Historical Event Analysis
Highlight the importance of understanding the lessons of historical events by relating current
events to those in history (i.e. stock market drops, wars, etc) by comparing how/why the events
occurred and how they were resolved.  Explain the effect on the economy the event had for
example the Great Depression.
Audience:  High School and College Students
Partners: History Faculty and Students
Rating: Complex

World Economics Tour
Develop an understanding that economic characteristics vary from country to country by
assigning a different class to represent each of the countries.  Have each class research and
produce a product unique to the country.  Conclude the project with a “World Fair” where each
class displays their product and other economic/cultural characteristics of the country (i.e.
currency, language, etc).
Audience: Elementary School Students
Partners:  International Students on Campus
Curriculum Resources: University of Omaha Website
Rating: Complex

Debating Tariffs on International Trade
To teach students how tariffs impact international trade and the need to expand or reduce them,
divide a class into two groups and give them a case study to analyze (i.e. President Bush’s decision
to reduce tariffs on imported steel).  Have the two groups develop their arguments and present in
a debate style format.
Audience: High School Students
Partners:  Chamber of Commerce Representative, International Business Professor(s), and
NAFTA Customs Website
Curriculum Resources: Foundation for Teaching Economics Website
Rating: Complex
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CRITERIA 2:  ENTREPRENEURSHIP
How entrepreneurs succeed by identifying a market need, and then profitably producing and
marketing a product or service to fill that need.

Entrepreneurship Speaker Series
To help college students understand more about entrepreneurship, develop a seminar series and
invite local entrepreneurs to speak about their experiences in starting and operating their own
business.
Audience: College Students
Partners: Business Professors, Chamber of Commerce and Small Business Develop Center
Rating: Simple

Campus Student Entrepreneurs
To help student entrepreneurs break ground and develop their business, create a directory of
campus student entrepreneurs to profile their products and services.
Audience: College Students and Community
Partners: School Newspaper and Radio Station and Career Services Department
Rating: Simple

Kids Biz
To allow the leaders of tomorrow to understand the facets of a being a business owner, let them
become entrepreneurs themselves by having them start, own and operate their own business,
such as a friendship bracelet company, tie-dye t-shirt company, cookie company, etc.
Audience: Elementary School Students and Middle School Students
Partners: Education Department (Students and Faculty)
Curriculum Resources: Bizworld, Kauffman Foundation Bookstore, Junior Achievement
Entrepreneur Center, The National Council on Economic Education, National Foundation for
Teaching Entrepreneurship, Supervised Agriculture Assistance
Rating: Moderate

Entrepreneurship Around the World
To help high school students understand the differences in starting a business in different
countries have students follow a start-up company from inception to operation in three
economically different countries.  Review the varying rules, regulations and basic entrepreneurial
opportunities in each country to see how business owner operations can be drastically different.
Audience: High School Students
Partners: International College Students, International Business Faculty, and Local Business
Owners practicing internationally
Curriculum Resources: International Business Courses, The New York Times Website, Utah
Education Network Website
Rating:  Moderate

Business Plan Competition
Create an opportunity for college students to learn how to develop a business plan by organizing a
competition for teams of students to enter their business concept to be judged by local
entrepreneurs and business leaders.  Participants will be judged based on the feasibility of their
plans and given prize money as start-up capital.
Audience: College Students
Partners: Local Entrepreneurs, Bank Executives and Loan Officers
Rating: Moderate

Franchising Venture
Franchising opportunities are increasingly available, but many don’t know where to start.
Develop a seminar to teach participants the opportunities of owning your own business through
franchising.  Provide contacts and resources available for individuals interested in franchising
locally.
Audience: College Students and Community
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Partners: Chamber of Commerce, Local Franchisees, Bank Executives and Loan Officers
Rating:  Moderate

Venture Capital
To help entrepreneurs learn where to get the money to start their operation, invite venture capital
experts or local loan officers to describe the opportunities and avenues available for aspiring
entrepreneurs in their search to find funding to start their businesses.  Create a list of resources
available in the local community for soon-to-be entrepreneurs.
Audience: College Students and Community
Partners: Chamber of Commerce, Small Business Development Center, and Local Banks
Curriculum Resources: Kauffman Foundation Bookstore and National Foundation for
Teaching Entrepreneurship
Rating:  Moderate

Marketing Plan Competition
To help participants learn how to create a marking plan and the value it adds to a business,
identify a local company and have teams of students develop a marketing plan for that company.
Have teams present their marketing plan to the company executives that judge strategies based
on practicality and feasibility.
Audience: College Students
Partners: Chamber of Commerce, Small Business Development Center, Marketing Class
Students and Professors
Rating: Moderate

Successful Entrepreneurial Attitude
To help educate audiences on the importance of a positive attitude toward entrepreneurship and
the logical approach in critical decision-making, develop a seminar to discuss specific topics such
as learning from failure and importance of risk-taking.
Audience: College Students and Community
Partners: Local Entrepreneurs and Psychology Professors
Rating: Moderate

Starting Your Own SIFE Business
Create a SIFE business that meets a definable on-campus need.  Use non-SIFE Team members or
high school students to run the daily operations as a way to teach them about small business
development and ownership.  Allow workers to earn money to be given back to the club or
organization they are involved in.
Audience: High School Students and College Students
Partners: Other Campus Clubs and Organizations, At-risk High School Students, Small Business
Development Center, On-campus Business Office, and Entrepreneurs
Rating: Complex

Business Consulting
Many local businesses are in need of help, but do not have the funds available to hire professional
consulting.  Develop a SIFE Team consulting program to provide consulting to local
entrepreneurs or small businesses by developing a business plan, conducting market research,
and/or re-evaluating inventory control and accounting systems.
Audience: Local Entrepreneurs and Small Businesses
Partners: Chamber of Commerce, Small Business Development Center, Marketing and Small
Business Class Students and Professors
Rating: Complex
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CRITERIA 3:  PERSONAL FINANCIAL SUCCESS SKILLS
The personal, entrepreneurial, communications, technological and financial management skills
needed to successfully compete.

Savings and Budgeting
In order to teach middle schools students the importance of effectively saving and budgeting their
money, students should engage in an interactive activity.  First students identify one item they’d
like to own, and then develop a practical budget and savings plan to acquire the product they
chose.  Students then role-play as their parents to develop a monthly budget and savings plan for
their family.
Audience: Middle School Students
Curriculum Resources: 2020 Green, Banking on you Future, ACES, Money Management
International, Jumpstart Coalition, Institution of Consumer Financial Education, Bank Jr., and
Community Action Partnership
Rating: Simple

Checking Account Management
To teach high schools students how to properly set up and manage their checking accounts,
demonstrate to high school classes how to balance and maintain their checkbooks, as well as the
their debit cards.
Audience: High School Students
Curriculum Resources: PC Teach It, Jumpstart Coalition, NEFE, and Banking on our Future
Rating: Simple

Using Credit Wisely
Realizing the need for early credit education, invite guest speakers to teach college students topics
that stress the importance of establishing good credit.  For example, why it is important to
establish good credit, how to establish good credit, how to choose the right credit card as well as
understanding interest and how it can accrue over time.
Audience: College Students
Curriculum Resources: ICFE and Credit Card Mall
Rating: Simple

Offer free consulting to individuals who are interested in learning more about credit cards.  Invite
a financial expert to work with the individuals to apply for a credit cared while reviewing all the
guidelines and consequences of owning one.
Rating: Moderate

Investing
To educate individuals on the basics of investing, experts are brought in to answer questions and
address specific needs of the participants pertaining to how and why it is important to start
investing.  Give participants contact information for individuals and businesses in their area that
are willing to help the participants start their investment portfolio.
Audience: College Students and Adults
Curriculum Resources: CIBC, The Beehive and, Jumpstart Coalition
Rating: Moderate

Identify and provide small sessions to individuals who are interested in learning more about
different investment vehicles.  Work with them to select a vehicle in which they would like to
invest.   Help walk them through the process with the assistance of a financial expert.
Rating: Complex

Taxes
Instilling in participants the basics of the tax system as well as how to take advantage of the tax
assistance provided by the government, a seminar is conducted.  In addition, after obtaining the
proper certification, help low-income individuals file their taxes.
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Audience: College Students and Adults
Curriculum Resources: 2020 Green and VITA
Rating: Moderate

Debt Management
Understanding the importance of educating individuals on debt management, hold seminars on
the topic.  Topics covered include understanding your debt-to-income ratio, how to develop a
good debt-to-income ratio along with applying for loans such as home equity loans.
Audience: College Students and Adults
Curriculum Resources: Enterprise Foundation and Jumpstart Coalition
Rating: Moderate

To help individuals make debt management a reality, work with financial experts and individuals
with high debt to assess the situation.  Create a management strategy to be implemented by the
individual to help in the long term reduction of their debt.
Rating: Complex

Career Preparation
To help individuals gain valuable job placement skills, conduct workshops to help participants
identify a field they would excel in, refine or develop their resume and cover letter, improve their
interviewing skills and locate possible employment opportunities through the use of the internet.
Audience: College Students and Adults
Curriculum Resources: 2020 Green, Workforce Commission, Unemployment Office, Career
Services at your University, and Temp. Agencies
Rating: Moderate

Identity Theft
To protect individuals against identity theft, participants learn the difference between secured
and unsecured websites through the use of computers.  Participants also learn proper ways to
discard financial and sensitive documents to minimize their chances of being a victim of identity
theft.
Audience: College Students, Adults, and Senior Citizens
Curriculum Resources:  Jumpstart Coalition, Banking Institutions, Credit Card Companies
Rating: Moderate

Professional Communication
In order to instill the importance of professional correspondence in college students and adults, a
workshop is held to teach proper correspondence practices for email, written letters and verbal
communication.  Examples of both proper and improper examples are given.
Audience: College Students and Adults
Curriculum Resources:  College Career Services and Communications Faculty
Rating: Moderate

Defining Leadership Style
To aid high school and college students in identifying and utilizing their leadership styles,
participants take the ‘Quantum-Self Leadership Style Self Test’. Once their unique style is
determined, review with them ways to capitalize on their strengths and minimize their
weaknesses.
Audience: High School Students and College Students
Curriculum Resources: http://www.quantumself.com/self_test_leadership_answers.htm
Rating: Moderate
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CRITERIA 4:  BUSINESS ETHICS
Practicing business in an ethical and socially responsible manner that supports the principles of a
market economy.

Doing the Right Thing When No one’s Watching
To teach students that not all ethical decisions have a clear-cut right or wrong answer, create a
forum where the class is divided into groups.  Present students with ethical scenarios in which
there is no clear-cut right or wrong answer.  Students can debate their positions and choose the
most ethical resolutions to the scenarios.
Audience:  Elementary School Students and High School Students
Rating: Simple

Ethics Symposium
To educate students on current ethical events in today’s business world, create a panel discussion
consisting of professors, business leaders, and significant community leaders to discuss a recent
ethics-related event.  For comparison, field questions from the audience before and after the
discussion in order to determine if their views have changed as a result of the symposium.
Audience: College Students
Partners: Professors and Local Business Leaders (BAB)
Curriculum Resources:  NY Times Website and Wall Street Journal
Rating: Simple

Case Study Competition
To prepare students in/for dealing with practical business issues they may encounter, develop a
competition where the class is divided into several groups to work on a case study pertaining to
ethics.  Have each group analyze the ethical situation and then develop an oral presentation that
outlines how they would resolve the situation.  The oral presentation should be made in front of a
panel of judges to determine who developed the most innovative solution.
Audience: College Students
Partners: National Institute for Engineering Ethics, New York Times Website, Professors and
Business Leaders (BAB) serving as judges.
Rating: Simple

Small Business Social Responsibility
To help small business owners understand the importance of giving back to the community even
when a tangible or measurable benefit cannot be achieved, create a simple pamphlet that provides
information on how to get involved, based on the needs of the community.
Audience: Small Business Owners
Partners: Small Business Development Center, the Chamber of Commerce, and Ben and Jerry
Ice Cream website
Rating: Moderate

Deception vs. Description
To help students understand the importance of honesty in resume writing, develop a seminar to
teach the importance of being truthful during job interviews and on resumes.  Discuss topics like
falsifying credentials, GPA, job responsibilities and references and go over possible consequences
if employers find out.
Audience:  College Students
Partners: Local Human Resource Managers and University Career Services Advisor
Rating: Simple

Choose Your Own Path
To help students understand daily ethical dilemmas and the repercussions they may face based on
their decisions, create an adventure book of ethical scenarios in which students are guided
through the book by the decisions they make.  For example, the book would be set up like a
“Choose Your Own Adventure Book.”
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Audience:  Elementary School Students
Rating: Moderate

Who’s Lie is it Anyway?
To help prepare students for making ethical decisions when under pressure, create a series of
IF/THEN ethical scenarios with pre-determined decisions on note cards. Allow students to
participate in an ethical skit, where they are challenged on the spot (by choosing a note card) to
make an ethical decision and have audience vote for the most ethical decision.
Audience: Middle School Students
Rating: Moderate

Current Ethical Event Analysis
To help students understand the thin line between right and wrong ethical decision-making,
organize an ethical duel where the class is divided into groups.  Each group is presented with a
current event in which a top executive acted legally but his ethics were questioned.   Instruct each
group to conduct research on the event and be prepared to present their views in a debate – pro
versus con.
Audience: College Students
Partners: Business Law Expert (Professors), Local Business Leaders (BAB)
Curriculum Resources: Wall Street Journal, Business Weekly, and USA Today
Rating: Moderate

Creating an Ethical Work Environment
To help small business owners develop their employee relation skills, set up a workshop to work
with small business owners to develop a code of conduct and consistent hiring/firing procedures.
Review discrimination laws and fair hiring procedures.
Audience: Small Business Owners
Partners: Local Human Resource Managers, Business Law Experts, Small Business
Development Center, and Chamber of Commerce
Curriculum Resources: Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Website
Rating: Moderate

Ethical vs. Unethical Advertising Strategies
To help consumers understand how to filter through complicated and misleading advertisements,
develop a presentation that includes specific examples of over-promising and under-delivering
products/services (ex: car industry gimmicks, credit card companies that target inappropriate
markets – high school students)
Audience: All (adapt the curriculum for the audience)
Partners: Marketing and Advertising experts (Professors or individuals in industry)
Curriculum Resources: Marketing Textbook and Office of Fair Trading (OFT) Website
Rating: Moderate


